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Three frequency ranges: ε1, ε2 vs frequency 

1)   Optical region: ε real and >1. The medium is transparent. and Čerenkov 
radiation is emitted by particles with velocity above the threshold.

2) Absorptive region: ε complex. Imaginary part makes the range of photons 
short.

3) X-ray region: ε nearly real and <1. Čerenkov threshold is  greater than c, but  
sub-threshold Čerenkov radiation can be emitted at discontinuities in the 
medium --> X-ray Transition Radiation.

ε1 −1

Related to 1/ε2
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Mean excitation energy vs Z



Mean energy loss in different materials



Energy loss at minimum for different materials



Energy loss as a function of 
energy of a heavy particle                                                         



Stopping of heavy charged particles in 
matter: energy loss and range

energy loss vs path length 

Transmission vs material thickness



Range



Straggling functions: energy loss 
distribution





Energy loss distribution



Energy loss distribution



Energy loss distribution



Multiple Coulomb scattering



Electrons: fractional energy loss, 1/E dE/dx

Critical energy  Ec



Very high energy muons: 
bremsstrahlung like electrons 



Stopping of electrons in matter

beta electrons vs 
material thickness

Transmission vs 
material thickness

Range for 
electrons



Low energy electron scattering off a thin foil



Low energy electron back-scattering



Interaction of 
photons with 

matter 









Photons: Compton 
scattering

Compton scattering 
cross section

Compton scattering: 
electron energy 
distribution



Photons: pair production

Pair production cross 
section in Pb
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